
Crossed arms/on back and belly/differentiating ribs from blades

OP on the back, bent knees, one hand across chest to armpit–continues to reach onto 
shoulder blade behind as much as comfortable. Other hand across chest and holds 
shoulder. Elbows will cross. Choose which arm do you want on top.

1. Use your shoulder holding hand to bring that shoulder forward and release several 
times Allow the elbows to rest on your chest.. It is not about rolling your self to one 
side. There is no work in your legs. It is about bringing the shoulder forward with at-
tention to what happens in the clavicle, collarbone, and the ribs, at the sternum. 
(The ring at R1) how does the head want to roll? Now a little quicker oscillate. Rest. 

2. How is that different between the two shoulders?

3.  OP Now Bring the crossed elbows in the air off your chest, glued against each other 
up to the level of your shoulders, and repeat bringing each shoulder forward ST. How is 
that different?  Rest.

4. Change which is the upper arm and repeat #s 1 and 2. Is it different with the other 
arm on top?  Rest.

5. Return to the original shoulder hand and armpit hand now bring both elbows shoul-
der height allow the weight of the head of the humerus (the upper arm bone) to drop 
backward toward the floor into the inside of the shoulder blades. Repeat bringing one 
shoulder forward and then the other.  Rest.

6. OP. Now we are going to compare how the upper body is affected when we bring 
each shoulder forward when the elbows are resting on the chest or up in the air. So 
rest the elbows on each other and on chest. Repeat bringing one shoulder forward and 
then the other. How are the ribs and spine affected? Where are they asked to rotate?. 
Now repeat this with the elbows raised to over the tip of your chin. How and where 
does the rotation change? How far down the spine does the twist happen in each 
case? Now compare both elbow positions paying attention to the head roll as you bring 
each shoulder forward. What are the differences?  Now compare, elbows raised or el-
bows resting on chest, as you bring each shoulder forward, the differences at the ster-
num and at the clavicles/collar bones? (ask for feedback from students about differ-
ences). Now change which arm is on top and repeat the comparison. Does it make a 
difference which arm is on top?
 
7.  OP. Now everyone can keep their left foot on the floor and lengthen their right leg. a 
a) Press with your left foot and bring your left shoulder forward at the same time, so 
that your left shoulder and L.inside of pelvis will turn toward the right as one non-differ-
entiated trunk. When ever you are pressing on one standing foot please be sure that 



you do not let your knee tilt inward.. It stays pointed up to the ceiling and moves over 
your toes. This allows that same side hip to clearly lift in service of turning your pelvis 
away. 
b) Now bring your left shoulder forward first and then add pressing with your left foot 
rolling your pelvis to the right. 
c) Upper ribs toll to the R but the shoulder blade . . . .  Now add rolling your head to the 
left, ST. 
d) Now repeat this with only rolling your pelvis and shoulder to the right as much as 
your head can roll left. Can you feel this asks for more differentiation in your ribs and 
spine? The twist happens lower down your spine? Now switch which arm is on top and 
repeat.

8. Repeat #7 with right foot standing and rolling to the left

9. Bend both knees slightly raise your pelvis and slide the easier arm behind your back 
only as far as is comfortable. Now lengthen your legs long and roll your self gently left 
and right. Bend your knees lift your pelvis and remove your arm. Now explore putting 
your other arm under your waist only as much as is comfortable and choose to work 
with the easier arm. Put your chosen arm behind your back and Now lengthen your 
legs long and roll your self gently slowly left and right. What is happening in your ribs 
relative to the shoulder blade of the arm behind your back when you roll to the side that 
is more challenging. if this is too challenging, bend your knees and used tilting your 
lower legs to roll your pelvis left and right. Feet do not move just tilt. In either case, feel 
the chest is moving away from and toward the shoulder blade that is constrained 
against the floor. If the shoulder blade is the outside of a barrel pressed against the 
floor, not moving, then the ribs are a smaller barrel moving inside. If your legs were 
long now bend your knees and explore tilting them left and right to differentiate your 
ribs. If your knees were bent see if you can now handle legs long to turn your pelvis 
and chest left and right. Explore both. Do your nose and your knees go opposite or in 
the same direction? KEEP REPOSITIONING HAND AS NEEDED. Now switch to the 
other choice. 
Lift your pelvis, release your arm down to the side. Now without the arm underneath 
you Roll your knees and your nose in the same direction several times and then in the 
opposite direction several times with both long legs and bent knees. 
Rest.  TRANSFER. PL.

10. Repeat #9 with the opposite arm behind your waist.

11. On your belly, legs wide. Place your chosen arm underneath your waist. the other 
arm is in a push-up position. The hand of the push-up arm Stays  extremely glued to 
the floor at all times. Keep pressing with the push-up hand to help you squirt your arm 
that is underneath your waist straight out on the floor in front of you.  you will roll your 



upper body on its side backwards. The arm that started out under your waist is now 
straightened out on the floor at a right angle to your chest. your palm is facing towards 
the ceiling. and is at the height of the push-up hand wrist. Where does your arm end? 
At the shoulder joint? What about the shoulder blade? The floor shoulder blade is now 
pressed against the floor under you, constrained, barely moving in service of helping 
the ribs roll inside the shoulder blade, just like before when you were on your back.  
Roll your pelvis left and right. Is one way easier? How can the floor shoulder, the floor 
shoulder joint, the upper ribs, the shoulder blade, soften when you roll your pelvis to-
wards the side of the push-up hand? Find a way for the shoulder that belongs to the 
push-up hand to drop to the floor? The push-up hand elbow always stays pointed up to 
the ceiling. Never Let it tilt toward the floor, Yet How could that elbow move through 
space forward and help pull you forward along with your chest and pelvis.? Your head 
does not lift, it just is rolled. Rest. How does one side feel different than the other?

12. Repeat other side.

13. Repeat # 10 but this time let your straight arm be diagonally across your chest be-
tween your ribs on the floor. What can soften? Can your outstretched arm on the floor 
get longer? Remove that arm and repeat the diagonal with the other arm. So now that 
you know the purpose of the pelvis rolling forward-the differentiation between the ribs 
and shoulder blade- can you pay attention to go further if you can go further or back off 
if you have gone too far? 
Quote from Olena” how much more softening and attention and discovering ease does 
our nervous system needs to start organizing into something more pleasant?”

14. On your belly–legs wide–both arms crossed underneath straight out each side as 
much as possible. Roll your pelvis right and left so as to roll the chest. Now explore 
bending your knees with your heels to the ceiling and use your lower legs tilting right 
and left to roll your pelvis right and left. Your elbows are crossed over each other as 
much as possible, shoulder height as much as possible. Can you find ways to keep 
lengthening each arm out to each side? 

15. Now turn your toes under. Lean completely on your forehead. get support until your 
fore head actually leans on something if it is hanging. Push yourself from the pads of 
your turned under toes toward your head. Do not lift your pelvis. You will roll slightly 
from your fore head towards the top of your head. Something will lengthen right at the 
base of your skull. Your head will rock up and down on your fore head as you push 
yourself upward from the pads of your toes and then release. How can you make it 
larger clearer?

16. On your back. rest. do a pelvic lift. How do you lie on the floor ?



17. now bend your knees. Lift your right knee and Place your left hand below your right 
knee and your right hand on your right ankle. Make a circle with your whole lower leg. 
Your knee Is in the center of the circle and you trace the rim of the circle with your foot. 
ST in both directions. How do your ribs, whole shoulder girdle, base of neck start to re-
spond? Play. Rest.

18.  Repeat number 16 with your right hand  below your left knee and your left hand on 
your left ankle. Rest PL  stand. Walk.                                      CFR MAY 2017


